their contributions. Because synapses are of such central importance to neurobiology, many reviews of synaptic structure and function have appeared over the past several years. The Our understanding of synaptic transmission has grown dramatically during the 15 years since the first most comprehensive set of reviews appeared in a book, Synapses, two years ago, which includes chapters on issue of Neuron was published, a growth rate expected from the rapid progress in modern biology. As in all synapse structure (De Camilli et 
Introduction

Synapses in 1988
is a specialized presynaptic membrane where synaptic I am mindful of the fact that friends come and go, vesicles are docked and released) to release their conbut enemies accumulate, and I feel no need for fewer tents and then are recovered as clathrin-coated vesicles friends. By citing 104 references, I recognize that I have that, in turn, fuse with an endosomal compartment; new the potential to make the authors of at least 13,116 vesicles then bud off these endosomal compartments papers feel neglected. showed that a brief, transient calcium influx produced by a nerve impulse was directly required for release one another. An aside: discussions of neurotransmitter release often use two distinct probabilities, the probabil- (Katz, 1969) . These combined observations constitute the theory (the calcium hypothesis) that release is proity that a quantum is released at a Katzian release site (p), and the probability that a nerve impulse arrival at a duced directly by calcium interacting with a molecular calcium sensor (identity unknown) that enables vesicusynapse will result in neurotransmitter release (this is called the release probability). There is the possibility lar exocytosis. In addition to the intraterminal calcium concentration, of confusion because, according to some, a single synapse is the same as a Katzian release site. Because, as the past history of synaptic use was well known in 1988 to alter the Katzian probability p. Mallart and Martin will be discussed below, the identity of a Katzian release site is not settled, I will distinguish between these two (1967, 1968) had characterized facilitation (now often called "paired-pulse facilitation" and abbreviated PPF), probabilities, calling the first (p) a Katzian probability and the second simply release probability.
an increase in p that follows a nerve impulse arrival and lasts for several hundred milliseconds. A very longRelease, according to the Katz picture, follows binomial statistics, just like coin flipping, so that the average lasting increase in the Katzian probability after extensive synapses use, posttetanic potentiation (PTP), also had number of quanta released by a nerve impulse is Np; this is the average number of heads you would get by long been known. Starting in 1975, Magleby developed a quantitative description of four kinetically distinct proflipping N coins (one for each release site), each with a probability p of heads. Katz's quantal theory was based cesses that increase neurotransmitter release-two phases of facilitation, a process he termed augmenalmost exclusively on studies of the neuromuscular junction, which is, in fact, many simultaneously actitation, and PTP-and elucidated many properties of these processes that affect the Katzian probability, in vated synapses that one axon makes onto a postsynaptic muscle cell (Steinbach and Stevens, 1976 It was recognized early that release does not occur at just one specific instant when a nerve impulse arrives, always controversial, and the question of what constitutes a Katz release site was unsettled in 1988. And but rather that the vesicle fusion rate (the probability per second that a release will occur) is spread over because the physical correlate of a release site is unclear, so is the correlate of the Katzian probability p. If several hundreds of milliseconds. After a nerve impulse arrival, the probabilistic rate of vesicle fusion increases a release site is a single active zone, for example, then p would be the probability that one of the multiple availbriefly to a high level and then returns with a double exponential time course (Barrett and Stevens, 1972a, able vesicles will be released, but if a release site is an individual release-ready vesicle, then p would be the 1972b). The first component is very fast, less than a millisecond at mammalian body temperature, and the fusion probability for that vesicle.
The Katzian probability p, whatever its physical refersecond component decays over several hundred milliseconds and was believed to correspond to facilitation ent, was known to be increased by increasing the extracellular calcium concentration and decreased by inand augmentation and to reflect a prolonged increase in intraterminal calcium concentration (residual calcium). creasing the extracellular magnesium concentration, and this observation led to Katz to release a second vesicle? After a vesicle release, the A second research stream, the study of membrane trafprobability of an additional release has been found to ficking by cell biologists, was also to be of special impordecrease to essentially zero for about 5 ms and then tance for the advances in the molecular biology of synincrease to its normal value over another 5 ms or so aptic transmission that were to come. Palade (1975) had (Stevens and Wang, 1995) . According to these experilong before pointed out that one of the central problems ments, then, a Katzian release site is a single active in cell biology was membrane trafficking. He noted that zone and the Katzian probability p corresponds to the the cell consisted of many membrane bound compartrelease probability, the probability that the active zone ments (the Golgi stack, endoplasmic reticulum, endowill release one of its docked vesicles; most central somes, vacuoles, and the cell itself defined by its surface excitatory synapses have a single active zone, so a membrane) and that material was moved from one comKatzian release site is usually a synpase. This probability partment to another (and from internal compartments ). These results, was being made in characterizing these mutants (Roththen, favor the idea that a Katzian release site is a single blatt and Schekman, 1989). Furthermore, the in vitro release-ready vesicle and that Katzian probability p correconstitution approach had revealed that ATP hydrolyresponds to the probability that the vesicle will undergo sis by a protein complex termed SNAP (soluble NSF exocytosis with a nerve impulse arrival. attachment protein) was required to maintain vesicle Unfortunately, all of the experiments on both sides of trafficking, and this SNAP was thought to bind to recepthis issue have one flaw or another, so the question tors that were directly involved in the fusion reaction "What is a Katzian release site?" is still unanswered, as (Rothman, 1990 As powerful as these methods are, they do, of course, centration to its resting levels after a nerve impulse arrival is responsible for facilitation, augmentation, and have some limitations. The capacitance measurement approach has excellent temporal resolution but cannot PTP) has gained further support, the most direct of which is the demonstration with caged calcium buffers be used with typical central synapses, which are characteristically very small, and synapses must be studied that a rapid decrease in intraterminal calcium at various times after synaptic use quickly eliminates facilitation, one at a time. The imaging methods permit multiple synapses to be examined simultaneously, but the single- 
